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Corrigend? and Addenda -.- --- 

Pages 5 and 6. Attention has boon drclvm to the ambiguity of the 
term "tiV (in equation 2.1) and ',ilw" appearing in equation 2.2 
and line 2 of page 6. These terms are the products of d 

(the viscous damping coefficient) and 3 and OI respectively. 
They are not the differentials of thcsc quantities, with which -. 
the symbols may be confused. 

Page IO. The first term of equation 3.3 should be divided by 2, 
i.e. it should be 

$.kpkvZn.w.Pnyn sin zn 

and sirxi.larly in the expression follor;jrng "i.e. the D-C. 

component is . . . '. 
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. 
The Internal. 3am$ng due to Structural Joints 
and Techniques r'or General Damping Measurement 

- @ - 
iA3 J, Mead, D,C. Ae 

Department of Aeronautical k&ineering, 
University of Southampton 

31st January3 ,I 958 

This paper ki::cusses in qualitative te-rms the source of 
damping in rivet-ted or bolted joints which are subjected to harmonically 
vaqing loads. Owing to tile ccqlicated nature of the source, an 
analytical determinatior: of the damping properties of a joint is not 
deemed feasible, but Prom &aracteristics of the joint which may be 
obtained cxperimentalL,y, a method 1s suggested of' predioting the 
structural damping cocflicicnt o?. a. si.m@e structure, vibrating in a 
known mode and at a known freyuz2q7. 

Several tech.nCqles for the measurement of structural damping 
are described, and theLr a~~licabLI.ity to different cases is 
considered. . XO?FC E3W iTlO thQdS CR suggested, which will be of use in a 
specialized prograxxme of rc;;earch into joint deqing, 

Three of the methods have been used in an experiment to 
determine the damping prop~xtics of skple joints in the bending 
flanges of a vibrating box beam. Over tnc limi.ted range of load 
amplitude covered In the cx--ex5mcnts, the energy loss in the joints 
at about 40 c.p.s. was found to b? proportionalto the joint load 
raised to the power of ~pproximix~f 2,7* This energy loss was found 
to vary almost in proporticn to the frequency of the oscillating load 
on the joint, but the possC~lc errors kvolved in changing the 
frequency throve doubt on tk~s result. 3uggcstions are made for the 
reduction of these errors. 

Of the methods of dxqing maasurement described and used, the 
most satisfactory is considered to be the method of measuring the energy 
input into the structure to mCntai.n steady vibration. This method is 
least susceptible to errors due to harmonic distortion, may bc used on 
systems with non-linear damping anil gives results more qAkLy and 
accurately than the ot;izer metho&. 
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1. Introduction 

The existence of damping forces within an oscillating aircraft 
structure has become increasingly important within recent years. Formerly, 
it had been possible to ignore their existence since in the type of 
problem encountered they could be shown to have the effect of a small 
safety factor e.g ., raising critical flutter speeds, or limiting vibration 
amplitudes. More recently it has been shown that in certain flutter 
problems the inclusion of the effects of structural damping can reduce 
the critical speeds, and in the problem of aircraft ground resonance tests 
it is now well known that the structural damping destroys the purity of 
the higher modes of vibration, More recently still, the fluctuating jet 
efflux pressures acting on the adjacent structure have caused serious 
fatigue trouble. This problem is primarily one of a resonant condition 
of the structure being maintained by the jet pressures and the stress 
amplitudes set up are therefore directly related to the damping of the 
structural modes. 

An investigation into the nature, cause, and cffcct of the 
structural damping forces is clec?rly w,a.rranted. Sy 'nature' is implied 
the variation with amplitude and velocity of distortion. In other words 
it is required to find the precise mathematical form in which the damping 
forces arc to be included in the equations of motion of the distorting 
s tructLlro. Some early work alon, T these lines gave rise to the "com@C~ 
stiffness" concept of structural damping or '!hystcretic damping" in which 
the damping force in ti1oni.c motion is cqu.iKLcnt to a force proportional 
to the displacement but in phase with the velocity. l'hus, if the 
displacement is q, tho elastic restoring force is c.q, and the 
hysteretic damping force is i.hq, the total "stiffness" coefficient 
being the complex quantity (c + ih). Subsequent work on a full-scale 
aeroplane dingo has shown a marked non-linearity in the damping, lvhich 
increases with amplitude. Further work in the U.S.A. on a built-up box 
beam* was of a rather special nature, not directly applicable to aircraft 
structures, but the non-linearity of the damping (which had been predicted) 
was again demonstrated by cxperimcnt. This latter cxperimcnt, however, was 
not on a vibrating specimen, and tine variation of damping with frequency 
was not investigated. Thcrc appears to be a complete absence of 
fundamental work under oscillating conditions on the simple source of 
structural damping - viz., a riveted joint. For this reason, the work at 
the University of Southampton is proceeding. It would be very desirable 
to study the nature of the &mpi..ng under any dynamic condition, and not 
just under harmonic motion. If the damping is non-linear, it is not 
strictly true to represent an arbitrary motion by the superimposed effects 
of the normal modes of vibration of the structure. Hcncc, in the intcrosts 
of gcneral dynamic response problems, the damping under gcncral conditions 
needs to be studied. 

In certain aircraft vibration problems en increase of structural 
damping has a beneficial effect, e.g., in reducing the vibration and 
stress amplitudes set up by the jet &flux, and in increasing the critical 
speeds of certain types of flutter, In the jet cfflux problem, where a 
damping increase is always beneficial, the modes of vibration excited 
involve distortion of the cross-section of the fuselage, tail-plane and 
control surfaces. In these modes, considcrablc increases of damping can 
be aohieved by inserting "dCamping materials" bctwcon the adjacent surfaces 
of structural joints, and by spraying the surfaces elsewhere with damping 
compounds. !l%e work in hand along thcsc line s is aimed at determining 
the damping increase possible, and v&other or not it is ;vorth-while, 
considering the prcscncc of acoustic damping whose magnitude is as yet 
llI-ll~0WX-l. 

In the flutter problem, I3ror;dbint-i has investigated the general 
effect of structural dpmping on cer?rtin types of flutter. In this work, 
the structural damping was considcrcd to bc of the conventional linear 
viscous -type (as distinct from hystcrctic typic), and 'direct' damping only 

in / 
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in the constituent modes was included, i.e., 8crosst damping, or damping 
coupling was ignored. If the cf'fcct of the latter is to-bc investigated 
also, some idea of its magnitude compared with the direct terms i3 
required. It is very difficult, if possible at all, to obtain this, 
experimentally, but if a m&hod of calculating the structural damping was 
available, an estimate of the oro33-da@n could be made for a simple 
3 tructure. Such a method is presented in 8 2.2, where it is shown that the 
basic quantity required in the calculation is the energy dissipated by a 
single joint under a complete load cycle, 

The experimental work necessary for the above investigations 
requires technique3 for measuring the damping of structural components and 
idealized specimens. In 3cmc cases the frequency of vibration of the 
specimen will be high, and the damping low. In other cases, the damping 
may be high and the frequency low, but any intermediate combination may 
exist. Different techniques rare required, therefore, for measuring the 
damping in the different cases, The main purpose of this report is to 
describe the techniques, both those Lalready used and those proposed, and 
their applicability to the diffcront cases. The results of the experimental 
work completed up to now are prcsonted and discussed. 

2. The Damping of a Riveted (or Bolted) Joint 

2.1 The mechanism of the &mpin.~f: 

The adjacent surfaces of two components (say plates) forming a 
simple joint are comprcssc d one against the other by the bolt tightness 
or rivet forming, Actual contact between the surface3 will not be 
uniform, but will take place at the 'high spots' of the surfaceS. These 
high spots (or 'contact areas') are not smooth surfaces on a macroscopic 
scale but consist of manjr jagged asperities, the peaks of which provide the 
contact bc'aveen the surfaces. The higher the normCal pressure, the deeper 
will the asperities be embedded in the other surface, and the greater will 
be the amount by which they arc deformed. 

When a small tangential load is applied to the joint, the load 
will be transferred from one plate to the other through the static friction 
over the contact areas &and also through shear in the attachment. Elastic 
displacements will occur due to the cl-, --tic strcse distribution in the 
plates (away from the contact areas), in the attachments, and also at the 
contact asperities. For small loads, it is probable that the proportion 
carried by the rivet or bolt is small (if anything at all) due to the 
imperfect connection between the attachment and the surmunding material. 
Any energy loss involved in a complete load cycle will be due to elastic 
hysteresis of the material of the joint. 

A3 the tangential load increases, the stresses around the 
circumference of the contact areas enter the plastic range, and energy 
is lost in a load cycle due to plastic deformation. The reduced stiffness 
of the contact areas due to plasticity, together with the generally 
increased elastic displacements of the joint, probably mean that the 
proportion of the load on the attachment is increasing. 

As the load increases further still, the static friction stress 
at the circumference of the contact areas is overcame, and the possibility 
exist3 0 f local relative slipping in an annular region around the 
circumference. This slipping take3 place against the dynamic friction, 
with a consequent increase in energy loss, Further increase of 
tangential load increases the area of slip, and the energy loss increases 
rapidly. Rivet deflection from now on is accompanied by slipping. 

This mech~z&m of energy loss has been suggested by Johnson4 
following work on the contact of a hardened steel ball with a hard steel 
flat plate. In his work, there wt)rc no bolts or rivets to restrict 
displacement3 after total slipping had occurred, and the above remarks 

which/ 
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which include the effects of attachments must be regarded as tentative. 
However, it is seen that energ:: is lost in three distinct stages: 

(ii> In the elastic range, dlle to elastic hysteresis, 

(ii) In the plastic range, due to plastic deformation, 

(iii) In the slipping range, due to dynamic friction. 

In the first rancc, the energy loss (or damping) in the joint 
will be of exactly the sme nature as that in a straightforward unjointed 
test specimen of the joint material under a cyclic load. For mild steel, 
the energy loss per cycle of stress less than 8000 lb/in2 is proportional 
to the stress amplitude raised to the power 2.3, and this energy loss is 
independent of frequency. This approximates, in some measure, to a. system 
with hysteretic d=amping, where the energy loss is proportional to the 
stress amplitude squared, and is also independent of frequency. k’or 

okher materials, no extensive work has been carried out. 

In the second range, the energy loss will depend on the stress 
distribution over the contact areas, and also on the material stress-strain 
relationship in the plastic range. Due to the complexity of the stress 
distribution and nature of the contact areas, a theoretical calculation 
of the energy loss is not feasible in this range. 

In the third l'ange, the energy loss depends on the coefficient 
of sliding friction, on the normal pressure between the plates, and on the 
amplitude of relative displacement. Por a rivet-ted joint, it is virtually 
impossible to measure the second of these factors - or to predict it - SO 
a theoretical calculation is again precluded. The extent to which this 
third range is entered is still open to question. 

2.2 

The complexity of tne source of joint damping obviously means 
a corresponding complexity of its matherratical representation in the 
equations of motion of the s;ystem in which it is incorporated, If a 
single degree of freedom only is considered, and the motion is to be 
harmonic, it is most convcnisnt to use the concept cf "equivalent viscous 
dam$ng", in which the viscous damping coefficient has suck a value that 
the energy dissipated in a hCarmonic displacement cycle of a certain 
amplitude and frequency is the s:me as that of' the actual damping system 
in the same displacement cycle. Xlternatively, an equivalent hysteretic 
damping coefficient may be postulated, defined in analogous terms. With 
a damping system of the type described in $2.1, the equivalent viscous 
damping coefficient will clearly be a function of amplitude, and possibly 
also of frequency. 1-L shoul;l be emphasized that the use of equivalent 
viscous damping is only justifiable in the treatment of systems under a 
steady harmonic exciting i'orce, in which the harmonic purity of the 
response is not appreciably <affected by the non-linearity of the damping. 
More work needs to be done on the approximate representation of complicated 
damping sources in systems subjected to non-harmonic loading. 

Suppose, for the moment, that the damping at a joint is purely 
viscous. The joint may non be rzpresentated by a spring of rate c 
(representing the elastic flexibilitCy of the rivet) in parallel with 
which is a damper of rate d, SW mass of the joint may be ignored in 
this instance. Suppose now that the joint is subjected to a harmonic 
load, PO sin (ilt. . ThAn, denoting the relative deflection of the joint 
plates by x, the equation of motion may be written 

a2 + cx = p o sin wt . . . (2.1) 

where/ 
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where 
PO s-i-&t+e) 

x = x0 sin(ot I- e) = ------_-___ 
JC" 

"'--Z‘ - 
+ d"u2 

where 
dw , t' .z 'Gan-" -- . 
c 

Xow the enerL~ dissipated :,er cycle, c '-. .r 
upon subsitucion becomes 

is given by 7G?oxosine, which 
au 

p? x -- 
0 C -.i ,A = -_ ---s-------* 

C / dO \2 
. ..(2.2) 

I+; -- \ 

\ c i 

For a viscous i3zmp3r7 the eneryy di.s-~ olpation is therefore proportional 
to (loa~I)~, and. if G/c is :sn~ll, it is also approximately proportional 
to ~a, r7or a hysteretic d~mpcr, the corresponding expression may be 
obtained by replacing dw by the constant h, whence the energy 
dissipation is seen to ba indepcr&xt of frequency. 

In point of Pact, ncithcr d nor dw will be constant with 
amplitude, but must take the value of the equivalent viscous (or hysteretic) 
damping coefficient fcr the ppart' ;o:~.laz load (or displaxzent) amplitude. 
::c should now therefore write the exr,g loss in the form 

(2.3) ..- \ 

Consider now Q L- st?x.cture which csntains a number of joints, and 
which is vibrating in its rta pure normal mode of vibration with a 
reference point amplitude of q_, Znote 
seprarate joints by oGz,+ r+p2$ 

the load coming on to the 
qlp x etc 

- 2 ., where plr is the load on 
joint 1 per unit amplitude i:1 m%ie rr Suppose the function f(P , U) 
is different for path jo'int, then the energy loss per cycle will& 

If the equi.vciLent c3r~rec-t damping 
the gcneralized co-orctinatc f-r, is brr, 
Cj-Cle is I 

w >. . . . (2. ‘c) 

caefficient oorresponding to 
then the energy loss per 

.m. (2.5) 

. ..(2.6) 

If wo, 4 is kncxn fx each joi.nt of the strxture, the equivalent 
viscous draping coefficz-,it --ct for the mode may be calculated from@.@. 

Suppo38 no;: that the joint damping behaves in a purely 
hysteretic manner.. 'A+.: en>r3- 1.0~s ;;iven by (2. 3) 110~ becomes -xi? where 
k is a. &nstailt i'or cl::. s-z?L~c:: oi' l-'o ad W. Clearly, therefgre, k 
is the energy disnipsted 17;~ the jo:'il:", at unit loa&. The energ-y dissipated 
by the whole strzture i;? clip cycl% of the 
equation (2, 5) ) is now X !:,,,,!$, 

rth mode (corresponding to 
~xhence it is found that _I A_ 

. ..(2.7) 

Furthermore,/ 
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Furthermcre, by using Bishop's "hysteretic" Dissipation 
Function (Ref.5) it is readily shown Gnat the damping coupling coefficient 
beti:een modes r and s is 

1 
hrs = - 2 krP, Pn l 

x 1’ s 

Thus, to arrive at the damping coefficient for a particular mode of 
vibration, it is neccsstcy only to know the "energy dissipation 
coefficient", kn (or q--p0 f ti)) for each joint in the structure, 
together with the joint loa& for t!!e mode concerned at unit reference 
amplituc?e. 

2.3 The effect of tlz joint flexibility ---- 

If a joint in the structure ecu-ried only direct bending loa&, 
its flexibility m,ay be represented by; a local reduction in EI, the 
flenu-al rigidity of the structvre. It is more difficult, however, to 
represent the flexibility of a joint transmitting shear, such as that 
between a stringer riveted to a skin panel, when the stringer and skin 
together are vibrating as a beam. (Such a mode of vibration is encountered 
in the problem of jet-efflux oxcitation). For the moment, suPpose the 
joint is purely el3stic (Lo., no friction or damping) and that the beam 
is encast&. For the joint, therefore, to transmit shear, there must/be 
a relative 6isplacement between the stringer Canci skin. At an encastre end, 
where there may be a large shear on the beam, no relative displacement is 
possible, and the joint carries no load. Simple beam theory predicts 
shear loads (and therefore joint load,, -1 which xre proportional to the 
aP@iod shear at all points, including encast& ends:, 

The elementary beam theory must therefore be modified to take 
account of the joint flexibility, and the correct eq-uation relating the 

t14y 
loading to deflection (~1 = EI --- in 'ihc elementary theory) may be 

a--4 ux 
shown to oontain the Gth derivative of y, and the 2nd derivative of 

and new constants involving the section dimensions 

~~~~~~~l!i';'s~~~~-~~~ be shown to die out 

and the joint 
The effect of the flexibility on the joint load, 

r esPonentially away from the 
encastre end, and well away from such a constraint, the shear on the 
joint is the same as that predicted by the elementary beam theory. 

When the effects of dzm;~ing an& friction are included, static 
friction will Permit a certaLl amount of load to be carried by the joint 
near the encast& end. The enerE=)r dissipation per unit length of beam 
at any Point will be of the form S2.f(S, U) where S is the sheear 
per unit length on the; joint at that point, as given by the theory 
outlined above, modified sli#ly to allow for the Presence of static 
friction. The energy dissipation per unit length clearly, therefore, 
varies along the len,gth of the beam. 

2.4. The quantities to be measured in an experimental investigation 

To investi~at~5 the joint CiamPing characteristics experimentally, 
it is apparent that the imPortant quantity required is the energy loss 
within the joint per cycle of lo3d at different amPlitudes. For the case 
of the type of joint J.~;cu:;scd in <$2.3, the rate of enerm dissipation 
par unit length of the beam is required. For ad hoc experiments to cornPare 
the &amping capacity of difi'ercnt tyPes of joint in the same type of 
structure, vibrating in similar no&s, the "equivalent damping ratio" is 
a suitable basis for compa.rison (~.e., ratio of equivalent damping 
coefficient to critical dam;:Gng coei'r'ioient). Likewise, for investigations 
into the effect of dampin:; cozpounils sprayed on the vibrating surfaces, the 
equivalent damPing ratio is the most convenient quantity to determine. 
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In the case of hysteretic damping, the term "damping ratio" 
has not the physical significance as for viscous damping, since hysteretic 
damping is really only defined for harmonic motion, and not for aperiodic 
motion. Its definition must thcreforc be by analogy with the expression 
for the damping ratio for viscous d,mping, thus: 

The equation of motion of 
excitation is: 

a viscous damped system under harmonic 

ai. + b; + cq = p eiwt 

and for a hysteretic damped system 

a; -I- (c f ih)q iot =Pe . 

The latter is equivalent to 

a; + 
h 1 iwt -q+cq = Pe 
w 

i. e. , the viscous damper, be, which is equivalent to the hysteretic 
h 

damper h, at frequency w, has a rate -. 
w 

Now the critical viscous damping coefficient is 
b b ti/ac and 

therefore the viscous damping ratio, ?jv = ---- = ---Me - 
.?Jac 2a % 

where an 

is the undamped natural frequency of the system. 

Since we are most interested in comparing damping ratios at 
the natural frequencies of systems, 
ratio, $.J, 

we may define the hysteretic damping 
as the ratio of the equivalent viscous damping coefficient 

at the natural frequency to the critical viscous damping coefficient for 
the system. 

be h h 
i.e., 6* = ----- = --we- = -- 

*a wn *a b.$ 2c l 

The complex stiffness, (c + ih) of the hysteretic damped system is often 
written ~(1 + iP), i.e., h/c = 11. **. 6, = /J/2. =--- 

3. Some Techniques of Damping &asurement 

In this section, the principles of the techniques are described. 
The experimental details, showing how these techniques are applied to the 
measurement of joint damping, are given in section 4, 

3.1 The static h.yotcresis test 

For hysteretic damping, it has been shown in $2.2 that the energy 
dissipated by the damper when subjected to an oscillating load is 
independent of frequency, This is the .sLeme as saying that the area 
contained within the hysteresis loop of a cyclically loaded joint is the 
same for all frequencies. Hence , the energy loss per cycle may be obtained 
at virtually zero frequcnzy, by simply loading the joint by known 
dead-weights over a complete cycle, accurately measuring the deflection, 
and hence obtaining a hysteresis loop whose area is equal to the energy 
loss per cycle. 

3.2/ 
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-3.2 _Thc oscil3.&ion decay curve neC~.od 

This is the ~~cll-kno?:~~ method in which the system is excited in 
a ~LTC nor~~al mode of vibration 2t the corrcs~~onding natural frcqucncy. 
T.c cxcitirt~ force is suddeni~r switched off 

and a record is t$ccn of 

, 01‘ OthEWiis~ ilGK3~g~ged f+I?OPl 

the system, the ensuing decaying oscillation. 
I?rovidcd no other modes of vibration rare excited by the transient cffcct 
of cutting off the exciting force, and provided also that the stiffness 
and &amp-Lng (hysteretic or viscous) are linear, the oscillation decays 
e:<~oncntially. Plotting a=;ainst tkz the logarithm of the amplitude of 
-Lb;: decaying oscillation, the slope of the resulting strai@t~Linc is 
equal to the c'lamning ratio times ths undamped natural frequency of the 
:i-ode * 

FOi? a. linear syu ti.dA. *+T having several do,g~cs of freedo,m, there is 
the po scibility that the u zanted modes excited on cutting off the 
r:xcitin$ force will seriously 5r~nir the 
clccq~ing wavef OIL-V. I!2li@zoil 

"cgponential purity" of the 
and MzCallion have given a method whereby 

t.213 f'iYC~LlXllCl;L3 ~1113. danpizl<q ?katl@s OJ’ the modes contributing to the 
dac;~,yirig r:~otion can be fozmd Erom a record or" the motion. This method, 
hcnwver 9 is 1ikeLy to {give karge errors in the damping ratio for quite 
smaL errors in mctxsurement if' "ihe frequencies of two of the constituent 
modes xrc close and their dampings smsli. 

Ykn the dkmping is nor-linear, thi: 
no 3.ongLr be of a sjmpie ex~~onentinl form;. 

ikxiying oscillation will 
The plot of the logcarithm of 

the am~'l.jr.ude against time will Ft.2 a curve, the sio~e of ulhich will be 
propcrtlonal to t;hc equivalent damping ratio et th:it am@itudc, prcvided 
the kurlp~~n~,, is small. If the ciamping is large, it is doubtful whether 
khis method w5.1.1. y&2 re,sul.ts of su3-icier,t accuracy. 
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where P I?' Yn are the Camplitudt3s 0.f the n th 
,th 

hn,monlcs in P and y, and 
en is the phase :*elationnhi:p bc-tizct-n Lhz 
Clearly, therefore, 

iimonics Of P and y. 
in the prcsl;nce of distortion, tix mcasurewnt of enorgy 

?.nput by finding tflz Pn' 9 8-d Y n 's is ?.rn-7~-ir,t~~1.blc?. 

To avoid this diYi'icul.ty, the tc&niquc may be used of taking 
electrical signsls proportic~sl to c?i?cd in pl:-,csc nith the force a-i~ vtilccity, 
multiplying -them togcthcr, XV3 rncmwi~~g t&2 D.C, cOr~-q~Om3lt Of the PrOdUCt. 

Sq3:posc the signal proportio;~al to tlic: force is 

k&t) = k 
,p 

?. Pncos nwt and the sign21 propo 
ll- 1 

rtionai to the velocity is 

L-,9 = kv ,& ynnw sin (nwi; f en). Then 

1; F'(t).l<I$ 
P 

= ";:,:Zv C n..,.Pnyn sin in + kpk~- C -!zrmo involving 

sx1(2mt 4. en) i.e,, t'cc 3" c. co~pon~snt is k k .w n!, n. ';13'1, sin e . 
YV n 

excitntion, and kD -arid 
sin e n m.ay rcadiI!-ji bc 

found. If eitlncr P or ; is free from har;nonic distortion, the energy 
input per cycli reduces to the i"o:rm of equation (3.-i). Th;: distortion 
of one of them still makes the mcasurcment of sin E difPicult, but the 
'wchniquc of muli-iplying the signa?.ls still avoids the difficulty. 

If this m\;thod is to by used to ditterr;lind the danlping cocfficicnt 
corres-oondinq to a p-n,rticuLr ::iodc, it 1s nccessc;ry th:~'; that mode only 
shail 73.2 cxcitcd, FXld thn f; i?G OthC?r27 shill ",P present in the motion, 
Dznctin,n; the: gcntlralizcd viscous d2q4n.g cocfflcicnt by b 
corresponds to the cO-Orilili~3 cc: yr, 
rth noiC, thi: Ci72r~ dis::Ipatc:d zjcr CyClS is 7LyG brr& Equating this to 
the energ inr;ut mcnsurtid, b,,, is found. I.f the dampin-T i:; h;;:;tcrctic, 
'chc: energy dissipation p;Y cy2.e is k given inst~::..d by x.yr hrr, whence 
l&- Amay bc dct~~nined. 
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The resultant displ2c:ntint, shear and bending maxnt at my 
time nay therefore b: mr5tlclz 

v1 sin wt f v 2cosut = v 

s 1 sill wt -!- s2 cos wt = s . . . (3.4) 

I/iii, sin Wt + hi, Cos Wt =1 ?,‘I 

v wQ1 be t:akcn ns nositivc upmrd.s, M positive vrhsn causing sagging, 
s positive thus: 

Nm consider the she‘w S acting on a section of the hem 
whose vertical volociQ is G. The mark dons by S on the section 
during 3 comp1c-h cycle is 

27/w 
1' + 

J 
S.; dt. 

0 

Likewise considering the bending momer,t X moving through ran 
a /a") 

aizpulw displ~cmmt st the rate -- ( -- f, the work done in one 
at \ as / 

colxp1d.x cgcle b:: hi is 

r avi av, 
‘;i i s 2-~d - “p2 _ ;,i ---- f XL --- . 

2 dx ax 3 . . . (3.5) 
____l_l_l___ _I_I_--- ---I____-.- ----. 

l!hc work done on tilt section 5.3, of course, tht: "ener~ flux" 
across -I& section. 

Consider now the change in this quantity RCXOSS a joint vJ'ncrc 
being dizsipatcd. LA "1. J V2 > 5, , s,, Ni, Id, be the vnlues 
4 Oil 01X side of the jolrlt, en& on the other side a:; 
s:n:u. 'I-L let thm be (vI + 8vi), (v, + 6v,) etc. 

Row the joint rcpreso~lts a discontinuity, and dw to the rivet 
deflection the possibi1it.y cslsts thnt there will be a small discontinuity in 
dV dv, dv, 
--. Let the total incrment of ---, --- over the distance 4 be 
dx dx as 

% ilv 
2 

A .m.-- a .- - - . 

ax' ax 
u:1(3 to the disco~~tinGi;y it is Eat possible to say 

avl / c;%i 
A --- = : $ \ ----; 

> 
. Thm, to second ordzr, 

dx \ - OX- x=x1 
6V,/ 



Since the system is in simple harmonic motion 

6s" = a2 x mass of element 4 x mean amplitude of clement I 

= w2 x me x 
( 

d dv, 
v, + - --- 

2a.x > 

and s&I, = (s, x e) + (ss* x ;) 

e2 4 dvL 
z S,4 + (jdm -- + - -- 

2 2a.x 

with similar expressions for 6S, and 

/ 

Substituting eil + q;,), (vl + hi) ctc,into (3.5), the 
c,xpression for the energy flux at x, + 4 is obtained. Subtracting 
the energy flux expression for x = ~1 (i.e., equation (3.5) as it 
stands), the energy loss at the joint is found to be 

5 e 
3ut M2-tS2. -,N1 +si - are the bending moment components 

2 2 
mid-way between xI ana. XL -I- e, If the terms "quadratxre" and 
"in-phase" are now taken to be with reference to the resultant bending 

c 
moment at this mi6-point, there will be no 

f 
t 

14, + s2 - , since a 
2 > 

harmonically varying quantity has no quadratke component with reference 
to itself. The energy loss at the joint then becomes 

f 
4 dv2 - x. $1 i- % - 

\ > 
A ---. . ..(3.8) 

2 ax -.- . ..- 

The measurements required are therefore the bending moment at the joint, 
an& the quadrature component (with respective to this moment) of the 
change of slope over a small length across the joint. 

The expression (3.8) gives the correct energy loss only if the 
joint is part of the structure carrying bending stress. II‘, at the same 
point, there is a joint which carries only vertical shear loads, and 
dissipates energy as a load c,ycle is a&icd, its energy loss must be 
allowed for by admitting a discontinuity in displacement Av, and AVZ 
at the joint. Equation (3.6) then givca 

ClV* av, 
6v, 4 “vi + --- + + --- 8 

d.x C3.X > 

and the eqression for the eneq~ loss becomes 

7 
dv2 

73 - Tc.F!L, A --- -I- -5. LJ Av 

dX 
2 . . . (3.9) 

where/ 
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where 9~1, S are the momznt am.2 shear am+tudes respectively mid-way 
dv 

between the two sections; --" is as dofined above, but Av~ is the 
dx 

quadrature component of the displacement discontinuity, taking the shear 
S as the phase reference. 

The practical difficulties of measuring Ava on a vibrating 
beam will rule out this method for measuring the energy loss at a she,ar 
joint or a combined bending and she,v joint, but it is quite possible 

d% 
that A --- will be measurable. Tbref ore, on a box-beam which has joints 

dx 
only in the walls carrying the bending loads, and which is vibrating as a 
free-free beam, accurate measurement of the inphase and quadrature 
components of displacement will enable the bending moment to be 
calculated (by double integration of the inertia forces) and accurate 

dvz 
displacement measurements on either side of the joint will enable A --- 

dx 
to be determined. Since there is no shear joint, the displacement vz 
will be continuous and Ava therefore zero. The total energy loss at 
the joint is then 

dvz 
- x.ii. A---. 

dx 

It should be emphasized that this technique is only of limited 
use, as it is only in a research programme of this nature that the 
energy dissipation in a small part oi' a beam is required. Obviously, 
the usefulness of the method depends on the accuracy with which the 
quadrature components of slope change can be measured. This is discussed 
in $4.6. 

3.5 The frequency response curve method 

This well known method a@ies to a single degree of freedom 
linear system with viscous or hysteretic dampin,?. The system is excited 
by a harmonically varying force which m3y be constant in magnitude, or 
v<arying in proportion to frequency or (frsq.uency)'. The amplitude of 
response is measured at different forcing frequencies in the neighbourhood 
of resonance, and the frequency response curve drawn. From this curve are 
found the two frequencies at prhich the amplitude is R x the maximum 
(resonant) a,mplitude. If the difference of these frequencies is 6w, and 
the natural frequency is 'n9 then the damping ratio is given 
approximately by 

1 6w 
------".-- -- . ,------. _ 

d 

I ( > 'n 
2 -- - 1 

l-3 

This is correct for either 6, or hH, the viscous or hysteretic 
damping ratios, 

The method is limited to linear systems of effectively one 
degree of freedom. If there are several degrees of freedom, the presence 
of unwanted modes at the resonant frequency of the desired mode may cause 
considerable error. The accuracy of the above expression improves with 
smaller damping, but the experimental difficulties of measuring the 
amplitude on the steep sides of the resonant peak increase as damping 
decreases. High stability of i'3X~Ub~nCj~ is thoreforo required for the 
exciting force. k, the damping increases, the factor R must be limited 
to maintain accuracy. If, however, K is taken to be no less than 
l/&? (which effects a great simplification in the above formula), then 
the error will be no more than IO,, fcr 6 = 0.25. 

The/ 
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The advantage of the method is that only ti and amplitude 
need to be measured, over a small frequency range near the resonant peak. 

3.6 The phase change method 

When a linear, &emped single degree of freedom is excited 
harmonically, the displacement lags in phase behind the exciting force 
by the angle E given by 

tane = ip-;.-~ (f or viscous damping) 

or tan e = c,-~~~~~j (for hysteretic de~~~@ng). 

On differentiating, it may be shown that for viscous damping 
in the immediate vicinity of the natural frequency, wn, 

ae 2a 1 
-- = -- = w---m . . . (3.W 
aw b 6 .w vn -. 

and for hysteretic damping 

hence, if the system is excited successively at two different 
frequencies wl, O-'s, both very close to resonance, and the corresponding 
phase angles eL and es are measured, then 

ac 'a - "I -- = we----- 
au *a - '1 

% - w1 
1 

. . . bII or 6, = ------- a--e-m..-, . 

wn ca - “3. c-s- --- --~I- ---“zTm--w 

. . . (3.12) 

0, is E, of course, is changing very rapidly at (+ when 
small. Once again, therefore, very high stability of frequency is 
required for the exciting force. Furthermore, the method is accurate 
only 30 long as the measurements are taken at frequencies "on the 
resonant peak", and not at those on the sides, i.e., suppose the peak 
is thus: 



then the measurements must be taken betvreen A and D, when the amplitude 
is not appreciably different from the maximum amplitude. !tke reason for 
this may be seen by considering the in-phase clrid quadrature components 
of the respons e in the neighbourhood of wn. 

At (tin, the in-phase component is vxying almost linearly with frequency, 
while the quadrature component is stationary. The rate 0" change of 
phase angle at wn may be shown to be 

Rate of change of in-phase response, with respect to w, at cdl1 
--------c---I---_---___1____1_1_____1___----------------------~- , 

Magnitude of c;uadrature response at wn 

This v:i11 be almost constant over the narrow frecluency range where both 
numerator and denominator are almost constant, L-e., over the peak of 
the quadrature curve. (Yne in-phase response maintains a 'constant' 
slope over a wider range then this.) Outside this range, de/dw changes 
rapidly. 

The requirements for this method to be of use are high 
stability of frequency of the exciting force, the ability to v,ary the 
frequency continuously, and mxurately to measure the frequency irlcrements. 

The advantage of the method is that the damning is measured at 
virtually constant am&itude, and that only four 1uanCities need to be 
determined - the two frcqucncies, and 2 phase angles. 

3.7 The self-excited. metho 

IrF the system is excited clcctro-magnetically, the exciter 
can be supplied through a power amplifier from an electrical velocity 
transducer attzched to the system at the point of excitation. If there 
is no phase shift within the ciectronic circuit s su.;plying the exciter, 
the system will execute a self-maintained oscillation at a natural 
frequency of the system, when the gain of the supply am?lificr is at a 
certain critical value. !k'he theory governing the motion of the system 
is as folio-vs. Let q 1, CL,, 4, e****** be generalised normal co-ordinates, --- 
representing the dis@acement of each normal mode of the system at the 
(single) point of excitation. Suppose the exciting form et this point 
is F(t). The equations of motion are 
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The force, F(t) is applied by means of an electro-magnetic 
exciter whose force out2u-t F is proportional to the supply current, I 

i.e., 3' = f.1 where f is the force per unit current. 

Now the exciter is supplied with a voltage, Es, pro>ortiomKL to the 
total velocity at the poi;lt of excitation 

i.e., Es = I?(& + t& i c!& + . . ...) 

This voltage is opposed by 
clamped (i$) 

I x the impe&ance of the exciter when 
and the back E.N.F. due to the motion (6% + q2 + ta + . . ...> 

of the exciter coil 

. . l Es= I*zE, f 44, + 4, + & + . . ...) 

where e is the back X,hi.F, per unit velocity. 

(i-t - 4(ii + kz + . . . . . > 
l I  = .  .  

-^____------------------ 

Lh 

r ( E  -  e) 

and F = ---L--- (& -k & f . . ...) = (kt - e')(& f G2 -+ . ..> 

J2 

where kt and e' are real if %, is purely resistive. 
inductif7e component, its effect may be 

If l$ has an 
inclu6etl by introducing acceleration 

terms II qL, qa etc. into 1". The equations of motion no0 &come 

ai& + (b, + et - kt)?jj + clq, + (et - k')($+ & + . . ...) = 0 

a2& + (b, + et - k')& + &,.a4 + (et - k')(&+ ir, + \ 
. . . ..J = 0. 

There is now an electrical damping coul2ing bctwecn the modes, which 
must be added to the structural dam-ping coupling when the latter is 
included. 

l!e only variable tern in these eqllations is kr, which is 
proportional to the LmplWier gain. For a critical value of k', the 
above equatiomwill represent simple-harmonic motion, i.e., the system 
is self-excited. 

Now if the damping in the system, re?resentcd by b,, b,,etc, 
is small, the damp-ing coupling terms may be neglected in a first 
approximation. The equations of motion are then of the simple Porn 

a$& + (bn c e' - k')& + cnqn = 0. 

This rqresents S.&M. when kt is equal to the loTy?est value of 
(bn + et), i.e., at this value of kt the effective direct dm?ing in 
the nth mode will be zero and the system will be self-excited in 
predominantly the nth node. If kt exceeds this value, the system will 
be unstable, since the mode qn will be negatively damped. 

k' and e' <me characteristics of the electronic apparatus, and 
may be determined accurately, 'Then, for the mode be.ing excited, 
b, = k'-et. It is obviously ~~~JO~~mt for accurate determination of 
bn that kt-et should not be the small diffcl*cnce of two large 
quantities, i.e., the electrical damping effect, c', of the exciter on 
the structure should not be much larger than the structural dml>lng bn. 
If possible, it r;hould be much snallcr. 

W 
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To stabifizc the amplitude of the motion of the undamped 
system, a slight non-linearity is often introduced into the am-@if'ier, 
such that k' is only equ21 
(pre-determined) aqLTlitudc. 

to (bn + e') when &, has a certain 

where if C& 
Jf iz, falls below this value, k' increases, 

rises 
the proposed method'of 

1~' decreases. The effect of this non-linearity on 
dsmping measurement needs further investigation, 

but so long as the oscillation has no appreciable harmonic distortion due 
to the non-linearity, it would seem that the method should still be 
satisfactory. 

The effect of the damping coupling terms also needs further 
investigation. The condition for neutral stability of the system is no 
longer that the total direct damping in one mode should vanish, but the 
Routhian Test Function method of examining stability should be used. 

An alternative method for measuring the damping of a single 
degree of freedom by this self-excited technique would be to introduce a 
known phase-shift between the velocity proportional signal and the 
exciter supply voltage. The natural frequency of the whole systc?;l would 
be measured with zero phase-shift, and again with a small phase-shift of, 
say IO’. The change in frequency can be shown to be the same as that 
required in a conventionally excited system to product the same phase 

de 1 
shift, i.e., the method provides a way of determining -- = ---- 

dw 6. wn 
(see $3.6) 6 in this case is the ratio of the total (structural -t- electrical) 
damping to the critical damping- 

The mode which will be self-excited is usually the fundamental, 
since higher modes usually have higher damping coefYicients. It is 
conceivable, however, that a higher mode may have the lowest damping, in 
which case that mode will be excited, This fact shows the limitations of 
the method for damping measurement as it is not 'known before the experiment 
which mode will appear. Other modes can be excited by introducing tuneable 
filters into the circuit, and hence making k' vary with frequency, The 
theory then becomes more complex, and needs further examination before the 
method can be used with certainty for damping measurement. 

The method is further restricted in application to systems without 
close natural frequencies, if single point excitation is to be used. 

3.8 Multi-point excitation methods 

Most of the methods described above break down when the mode 
whose damping is required is close in natural frequency to another mode. 
When exciting ivith a single point exciter at the desired natural frequency, 
the energy put into the system goes to sustain motion in both modes, and 
the response chai -acteristic (displacement and phase) are no longer functions 
of the mass, damping and stiffness of one mode only. 

If just two modes are present in the motion, the addition of one 
other exciting force of appropriate magnitude-and phagl: can eliminate the 
presence of one of them. Let two forces p eiwt, F,ciWt be acting at 
points on the structure where the diaplace;nts in mode 1 are &ql, Qlzql 
and in mode 2 are $slq,, $22q2. F, and F, nay be complex, to represent 
a phase difference between them. 

Suppose structural dampin, 0 coupling exists between the modes. 
The equations of motion become 

a,;;, + bg.141 e %a +- b&z = F&,, ciwt c p,$,,~+~ 

The/ 
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The solutions of thcsc equations will bc 

where ;,, s, will in general be complex. 

. . ' S,(C, - tilti + iwb,,) + &, iwb,, = FL+,, + F2~~2~i 

and Sa(ca - a,$ + iwb,,) -t &.iwbaL 
; . . . (3.13) 

= FL $21 + Fa$aa_j 

From these equations, it is seen that there is one set of complex values 
of F$ and F 
second mode WL 1 have been eliminated from the motion. 3' 

at each frequency, for which <a is zero, i.e., the 
In mrticular, at 

the natural (undamped) frequency of ql, if q, is zero, A 

. . . (3:14) 

If s 2 is now considered to be purely imaginary, both s?; and Pa 
must e purely real, i.e., FL and F, acre in phase with one another, 
but in quadrature with qL. Hence, at the natural frequency of s, qa 
may be eliminated by having Fi and Pa in phase with one another, 
and adjusting their relative sm?litudes. At any other frequency, q,, 
can only be eliminated by adjusting the relative phase of Fi to Fa, as 
well as the relative amplitudes. 

The technique of measuring damping in this case is to excite 
the system with forces in phase with one another, as close to the natural 
frequency as can be estimated, and vary the force ,amplitude ratio to 
minimize phase shift through the structure. Adjust the frequency to bring 
the amplitude as near as possible into quadrature with the exciting forces, 
and readjust the force amplitude. 

Then, from above, since ik& = &ma, 

FA + I"a#ia Total Energy Input (per cycle) 
b 11 = ----I______-- = --------------------_l_____l__ 

. 
qlmax X(-+Cmax 

Thus, the energy input method cf damping measurement is ap$icablz. The 
other methods of damping measurement in which a change of frequency is 
involved, will not be practicable, since to maintain motion in one mode 
only, the amplitude ratio and phase relationship of the forces must be 
varied as the frequency changes. If however, the dzmping cou@ng is 
zero, the force amplitude ratio and phase relationship a-t th,: natural 
frequency can be seen to be the same as that required at any other 
frequency, for a single mode to be excited. The other mct'nods of damping 
measurement may then be used. 

It would anpear from the above equations, that the damping 
coupling coefficient, bla, may be determined experimenkily. For, from 
equation (3.14) 

F*aa, 
b 

+ ',@a2 1a = ------------- 
i imax 

where F,, Pa carc the forces required to eliminate q, and to maintain an 
amplitude of oscillation c1.1 mnx in the mode 1 at its natural frequency. 
# (Paz ai are the "dis$acemcnt factors" for nod,, 2, as defined. 
F~#az + p2Qa2 will be, almost certainly, the small difference of large 
quantities, and practical difficulties of accurate mcasut-emcnt may therefore 
make it impossible to find b,, witli any accuracy. 

The/ 



4.. The Practical Application af the ?!echniclues in a Goir_t ih@.. 
7Gvzstioation 

I---.-.-"--- -- 
L--c CL- 

4.1 l'he general nature of the experiments 

Por the investigation into the damping properties of riveted 
joints, the joint s vrere incorporated in the walls of a rectangular 
sectim hollow extrusion of light alloy, A. length of '10 ft was 
tested as a beam, in which the joints cCarried bending loads only. The 
damping of the beam t;rhen vibrating in a fundamental mode was measured by 
the energy innut method and oscillation decay curve method, <and the 
eneqg loss pr cycle wa s nlsc obtained by the static hysteresis method 
by subjecting the beam when pin-ended to a complete cycle oi' a conaentrated 
load at its centre. 

The experiments were carried out with different numkrs of 
joints, and d-ii'f'erent numbers of rivets in each joint. Furthermore, in 
the oscilintion decay e~eriment:;, ma::ses wsl-e added to the beam to VEC?,Y 

the natural. Prequency of the ~-~hole system end so to irwastip-te the 
effect 0-f frequency on the damping. 

To ailow for the damning LP the bean su1?-~orts:;, -khe vibration 
exciter, the added masses 2nd all other extrancou:: effects, identical 
experiments were carried &t on an unjointed Feam of the same kype. 
This measured damping was therefore s~~btracted from the damping UP the 
jointed beam. 

The 3x3 31.11 Ji s of the cr=pcrtiunts are given in Xection 5. 

&I? Descript,ion of the specimen tested ---w 

The dimensions of the bcwl cross-section were 
l+. :' in. x 2 in. x 1/a in. To mnke the joints, slots were cut across 
and through the tk.5 in, top and bottom ~~11s. Joint plates, d 
'I 0 2. Y;‘. s. aluminium, It in. square, were riveted across the slots to i'orm 
a butt-joint With a single @ate per joint. The rivets were 7/32 in,. 
diameter, and snap-headed. 

The joints were made fo~.r at a time, symmetrkaily about the 
centre line. 5ze bear was tested with three different joint arrangements: 

(i) 4 joints, each 7.5 in. f'ronl the bea centre, 2nd 1-t rivets 
per joint (i.e., 2 rive*tn on either side of tke slot), 

(ii) II. joints each at 7.5 in. from the beam centre znd '10 rivets 
per joint, 

In eaoh of the ex~criments, the be.am was supported b,\r kni?e--edzes firmly 
attached to thr hem, rb,.,~,. ~~+ing in V-notc!les attached to an independent 
supporting sLructure. The apices oi" the,lmife-edges vierc in 'cho qhrie 
of the beam neutra! axis (see i%.z.-~>. 

The masses -i~sed to change -11.1, 7 - hem ncztural frer,;lency ~~~crc 
circular solid cylinders o f' s-Lee!., diHcrcnt thicknesses bein used fox 
the different Srcquencic::: required. !l%,?cy v-em nt kched, one on each of 
the shorter sides of the ber;m, by means of 3/e" diiame-ke:- steel bolts, 
vJh-j.ch passed right LhroY& the beam. They ~rere situated r;t .$. stations 
along the beam, at 20 irl. and 57 in. on either side or" the beam centre. 
(see l?ig.2$ 4-. 31 
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4.3 The static hysteresis test,- 

The knife-edge SU~pOTtS Were fiXed t0 thC? eil6S Of the bea, 

and the V-notches ~erc suspended from inverted ch,anrels restin,: on a 
rigid steel frame (see Fig.3). At one end, the V notch was rigidly 
attached to the steel channel, but at tile other end way suspended by 
means of a. thin wire, to permit longitudinal contraction of the bezz?n 
when bent. A channel of the same length of' the beam spanned the two 
inverted supporting channels, and carried a dial-indicator at the 
centre, measuring the deflection of the centre of the beam relative to 
its pinned ends. Up and down loads were a?lQied to the beam at its 
centre on a bolt through the shorter sides of the beam. U~J loads were 
applied through a lever system (see F&,4), all of whose $.vots consisted 
of hardened steel knife edges to minimize friction effects. DOTS loads 
were ap+ed directly on to a loading pan suspended from the bolt. 
Complete load cycles of amplitude 10, 20, 30: 40, 50, 60 and 70 lb wxe 
applied, corresponding to a maximum joint load of about 1800 1-b. 'Jo 
prevent the beam from lifting off the suoports aihen the upload Tr?as applied, 
weights were suspended from the knife edges, to hold them down in the 
V-notches. 

The procedure vas firs-t to apply raoidtny a number of com?lete 
load cycles of the required am--JIitude in order to make the hysteresis 
loop i'close UT?". Three cycles were thm applied while com:$ete records 
of the deflection cycles were taken. To eliminate the measurement of 
the energy loa- 00 within the dial indicator, its plun,gor 7~8s arranged not 
to touch the beam as loads were being applied. 'Yhe plunger was lowered 
on to the beam as soon as the load increment had been ad&d, c;;ld a 
sensitive electrical contact gave a warning r as soon as it just touched 
the beam. 

4.4 The energy input measurement - 

Yith the beam supported as for the static hysteresis test, it 
was excited at the centre by an electronmagnetic vibration exciter at 
(or near) its fundamental natural frequency, (It is not necessary that 
the exciting frequency shall be exactly equal to the natural frequency). 
The exciter connecting rod was attached to a strain gauge force 
transducer 
(see Fig.5 , I 

which was rigidly fixed to the under-surface of the beam 
This force transducer consisted, in effect, of a short 

cantilever with four s?zsfn gauges it its root, two on the "tension" 
surface, aa two on the "comy?ressionT' surface. Thcsc four gauges formed 
the four arms of a Yhcatstone Bridge circuit, and the out-of-balance 
voltage (or current) in the circuit WAS therefore proportional. to the 
bending strain in the cantilever, and hence to the shepr lo&d apvlied to 
the cantilever, i.e,, proportional to the oscillating force applied Prom 
the exciter rod, 

The oscillsting deflection of the centre of the beam :'~as 
measured by a sim@e velocity transducer, consisting of a rectangular 
coil (attached to the beam) which moved in the ficyd of a rna+mct rigid1.y 
attached to an independent structure. The voltage induced & the coil 
was amplified by a D.C. amli'lifier, prhose voltage output vias measured on 
an Avometer, The velocity transducer was calibrated, in situ, at the 
beam resonant frequency against a calibrated displacement transducer 
attached to the beam 9-k the same point. 

The multiplication of the signals f'rom the velocit;r and force 
transducers, necessary for the evaluation 0E the energy input, was 
performed in effect by supplying the force transducer with a current 
proportional to, and in phnse pritl.1 the local velocity, Plc out- of-balance 
current then flowing across the strain-gauge bridge consists of a D.C, and 
LC, component, the D.C. component being proportional to the eiicrgy input 
per unit time (as shown in !qcndix ,I>. .I. The- 3.C. coc;,oo~xit may he measured 
by means of a sensitive galvalomc.Ler, having Li. long time constant compued 
with the period of the A.C. component. The galv,anorrcter nay therefore be 
connected straight across the Wheatstone Ilridze in the usual way. The 
circuit diagram of the whole arrangement is shave in F&6. 

The/ 
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The beam may be supported in eitlxr thr: free-free state of 
$4.5 or in the simply-supyortcd state of s&.3, and excited c-k 2 natural 
f rcc,ucncy, Two pairs of‘ velocity txxnsducers s'huuld be attached to the 
beam, one pair close toc;cther along the lxam on either side OS s. joint. 
The transducers should consist of simple ~ect~aqulrlr coils attached rigidly 
to the beam, moving in the field of magnets attached to an indcpcndent 
frame, and thcrc should be no mechanical connection bctxecn the coil and 
the magnet or magnet support structure. This el5ninP trs mechallical 
dampi.ng arising from the transducers, Electrical damping, due to the 
m&al bc13~!> vibrating in the rkld of the magnet, should be minimizecl by 
haC.ng the magnet as far away as possYolc from the bezm, Thece 
t~"~~cluccrs slxxtld be accurately calibrated in situ against <w&her 
calibrated transducer which can be attached to the beCam xt the same 
points, and at the same time. 

T~+I the beam is vibrating, the outPut f’rcm each velocity 
transducer in turn should be <xnTlified in the D.C. ~~plif'ier (with 
no phase shift) vyThose output should then be used to su~&r the strC.n 
page bridge formed by the g:auges at the joint, The D,C. component of 
the out-of-balmcc current flowing ttcross the bridge may bc sham to be 
proportional to the product of the joint bendin,g moment czx5 the 
quadrature C@ElpOil@llt of displaccmczt at the trarxducer (Le. , in 
quadrature with respect to the joint benCkjil,g n~aent). 1%~ four 
measurements so obtained, using each transducer, are sufSicient (if 
accurate enough) to evaluate the product (joint bendtiq moment) x 
(quadrature component of change of slope across the joint), :slhich has 
been shown to be proportional to the encr,f77~ dissipation at the joint,, 

The evaluation of the above product means, in effect, i-hat 
the measured quadrature displacement CWV~ is beiq di?ferentia-kd 
twice - usually a very inaccurate process on exjlxrimental resul%s, 
unless the results care of very great accuracy* 

An alternative method may be devised on recqqnizkg that the 
exqrexsiofi for the energy dissip&tion at a joint ti eg~.ation (3.8) 
($Ll+) is the same as 

x (Load on joint) x 
/ 

quadrature component ol" longitudinal 

\ 
deflection of one side of joint 
rela.tive to tile OthST sjde, > 

If a velocity transducer can be designed to detect this relntive movement 
across the joi.&, and its outgut is amplified and supplied to the strain 
gauge bridge at the joint, then the D.C. component will be dTirectly 
proportional -to the above cqntity, and no effective dolkls 
differentiation is req.Crc:d. The diffi_cvlt y in designin;r, such a 
transducer is that it has to detect vcq smal-! movemsnts, while 2-t the 
same time it is und~q~oing larg3 trxknverse accelerations. 
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L aL any selected reference point, the D,C. comgonent of the resulting 
out-of-balance current may 3e shovn ta be wzoi2ortional to the sine of 
the phase angle be%-reen the d~:;plncement of the tv;o points, This 
provides an accurate way of measuring small phase angles, from which the 
quadrature and in-phax compxxn-l,s 0~' the motion may be calculated, 
Prom these, the correspond+ quadrature and in-rlrhase components of 
shear and bending moment may be ccalculated. l%c'value of the energy 
flux along the beam may now be evaluated from equation (3.5) ('$3.4). 
This should be constant (or nearly so) between joints, where no 
appreciable energy is being dissipated, ,md sho:~ld be stepped at the 
joints across which the energy flux will ch<ang,e suddenly. 

4.7 The applicabi+$ty of the other methods of damptip measurement 

In the experiments yerl"ormed to date, the methods already 
outlined have been satis?actory, a-d the other methods have not been 
required. The frequency response curve method., the simplxt 02 these 
others, was not used 8s zn accurately stepped oscillator was not 
avrz?Jable for the generation of the precise frequencies required, If 
higher frequency work is to be undertaken on the bca~~s described, anil 
the damping in the overtone modes is to be investigated, it may be 
neoessaq to use the multi-point excitation technique, but detsiis have 
yet to be worked out. 

F&sides the investigations into the fundamentals of joint 
daqing, worlk is proposed on the damping of tlgical fuselage components 
ir! oonneot%on with the jet efflux p~&lern. 
be examined are lengths of stringer with 

ihE ty3icel components to 
skin attaLhe?l, either riveted 

33iit~ed 0r spot mided, The lengths involved will be of the order of' a 
t;Tical f'rLae spacing, Other components are skti panels, attached to a 
rectangular frame, to rcprresen-t a fuselage panel surrounded. by stringers 
and I?SUXCS. The frequencies involved -in these experiments ail1 be in the 
range I OO-400 c.p.s., and possibly higher. Furthermore, Ache da.m$.ng in 
the various modes of a complete model fuscIa<:;e is also required, and the 
frequency range will be oi"-the same or&r. 

A static hysteresis test may be carried out on the simpler 
"becam" type components, but the difficulty involved in using this method 
to measure the energy loss in a pcartIcul.ar prescribed mode of distortion 
rules it out r'or general use, 

The energy input method ma:y be use& provided the addition of 
the force transducer does not appreciably affect the natural modes, 
This is probably im,goGU nvible to satisfy on the snail components to be 
tes.+d, In this case, the ener&T input cnn be determined from a 
separate measurement of the: amplitudes and @NW relationships of the 
force and displacement. The force must be measured by measuring the 
cwrent through the exciter coil, which should be attached directly to 
the sTeci.men under test (i.er, no long connecting rods), and should 
have no mechanical connection to the magnet in which it operates. It 
must obviously be as light as possible. Alternatively, if another light 
coil is used as a velocity transducer, the output from this may be 
multiplied bJ -7 the signal proportional to the exciter current by using a 
simple wattmeter, which then records a quantity proFortiona1 to the 
energy input. Measurement of the vibration moae may be dif'ficult, as 
the trFansducers must not affect the mode. S.n adapted gramophone pick-up 
shou1.d be most suitable for this 13u;w2se. 

The oscillation d.eca~~ curve method ma;i be diC?icult to use 
with corLidencc, a:: nearby moden may interfere with the purity of the 
decay. Pl?e IxL,horZ of Ed:', 2 C- coul:I Lo :~red iI1 thir: CXT:E, but the criticisms 
raised in $3.2 stili apply, and in ,a~;' c&Cc, the wm?u-Lation required to 
find the damping ratio is very consrderable. Some ver:T preliminary 
ergeriments using this method ineicate i.ts unsuitability, , 
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The energy flux method is not applicable when shear distortion 
is present in the beam deflection, In the stringer-skin "beams', the 
damping exists by virtue of the shear 'deflection" of the skin relative 
to the stringer, and the dif'ferentinl equation of motion (as mentioned 
in $2.3) shows that shear distortion, in the usual sense, 
the transverse displacement of the beam. 

is present in 
It may, however, be possible 

to develop the theory of tllis method to permit the enera flux to be 
measured in a beam with this type of "shear" damping, but with no 
damping due to bending loads. 

The frequency response curve method may be used, with the same 
restrictions as mentioned before, viz,,, the presence of modes other than 
that required shall not be appreciable. Very accurate adjustment aM 
measurement of frequency im 
damped modes encountered. 

U required in the high frequency, lightly 
The current through the exciter coil (assuming 

electro-magnetic excitation is used) must be ko>t constant as the frequency 
is varied, If no adjustment of the exciter current is ma&, the damping 
measured will include the electrical damping of the exciter coil circuit. 

The phase angle change method is also us&W under the same 
restrictions as above. The phase angle to be measured is that between 
the current through the exciter coil (being proTortiona1 to the voltage 
across a resistance in the coil circuit) and the voltage out@ from a 
velocity transducer at the same point. If the phase angle between thecxciter 
coil voltaqe and the velocity transducer voltage is measured, the 
total (eiZrXa1 + structural) Cl-ing will_ be found. 

The self-excited method is useful when an accurate oscillator 
is not available to give the very fine frequency control necessary in 
the previous two method s when lightly dam@ systems arc examinod. !l?nis 
technio~ue has not yet been developed at all for use in the current series 
of experiments, and no further practical details can therefore be given. 

The multi-point excitation tech.ni.cin.e, together with the 
appropriate energy input method, is envi saged as being used on -the model 
fuselage dam~~i.ng measurements. A large number of modes can here be 
expected to exist v:ithin a fairly narrow Preauency band. The exciter 
coils should preferably be attached directly-to the fuselaze side and 
have no mechanical connection to their associated magnets (to eliminate 
mechariical da~u!i:~ing of any sort). The current supply to each coil must 
be independently adjustable in amplitude and phase, and when exciting at 
a resonant frequency, care must be tnkon to ensure that all the exciter 
currents arc in phase (or 100' out of phase). (Th is will not automatically 
follow if the supply voltages to all the exciters are in phase). At each 
exciter position there must be a velocity transducer in order for the 
energy input at each exciter to be detcrmincd. As the modes of vibration 
of a uniformly stiffened. cylinder may be calculated beforehand, and the 
experiment will be to check the calculated frequencies and to measure 
the damping, the exciters could be moved in the course of the experiment 
to be in the optima position for exciting a given mode, 

5. - Results of Experiments on Joint Darn-pin< 

5.1 The static hysteresis test _I-. 

From plots of the width of the hysteresis loop against load, 
values of the average enera loss ner cycle were obtained for each of 
the dtiferent load amplitudes. This avcraze energy loss has been plotted, 
in Fig.8, against the corresponding joint bending moment amplitude, in a 
manner described in $.2. A typical plot oi the width of the hysteresis 
loop against load is given in Fig.7. 

3Jo experiment has yet been me.,- >-formed to detcrrnine the energy 
loss of an uiljointcd beai under the S~XX? conditions, 

5.u 
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From the cuivcs of Figs. ?, the v,ariatior with frequency of the 
energy loss in the 4 inxr ~oirtts l-as l-031 ,Lotted (in Fig.10), f'or 
different joint bendin<? moment a~plItud!i:s. 

6, Discussion 

6.1 Comparison of the three methods of rda~tii~ II-- 

Of the three methods used, the energy input method was by far 
the quickest in use, entailing the least com~~utation in dctcrMnjng the 
actual encrgy inTut from the measurements ta&n. Moreover, it is superior 
to the oscillation decay method in that one of the cxtr:,neous sources of 
dLamging - the electrical and mechanical damping of the cxclter itself - 
does not contribute to the energy iniiut measured. 
purely that which ‘r?asses 

The energg measured is 
betmccn the exciter and the beam, The appzatus 

required for this method is mar,: elaborate than in the other cases, and 
has taken longer to develop, but having been developed, it will. certainly 
make possible a much more rapid i*clte cl" grocress in the *~vork, 

The static hysteresis test requires many very accurate 
measurements of the bean deflection to ?E made, 2nd the subscqdcnt 
plotting of the hystcrcsis looj) width. involves a good deal of tedious 
work, Even IllOTe tedious is the reduction 02 the resulis of the 
oscillation decay curves, involving the mcssuring of many trace aMmplitudes 
on a projected picture from the film record. Th~so measurcmcnts are 
bound to be inaccurate when the trace amplitude is small and TTFhen t!Le 
rate of decay has SaXen off. In contrast to this, Jibe accuracy of the 
energy input method is little less at the low am!r\litudes than at the 
high, using the equipment devclopL>d. 

6.2 Comparison of the results oi‘ the thres methods- 

Before cornFaring the values of joint cncrjp loss obtained from 
the three methods, the Zollowing points should be noted: 

(a) The hysteresis end energy input methods have so Tc'3-r been used 
only on the &jointed becam, on which no weights were attached. 
The onerrs loss measured W.S therefore the total encr,g loss at 
all the joints, together with that dissipated by the extrzzileous 
damping sources for which no correction has yet been obtained. 

(b) The system of Loading on the beam in all three cases was 
different, i.e., a central concentrated load in one case, the 
inertia forcr:s on a sizngly supl?orted beam for the energy 
input case, allci i;he inertia;. fOrCXS 0;') :L free-free be231 for 
the decay curve case. Yhe rat50 of t-he bending moment 
am9litudeo at the inner cm:! OlltC1’ joints will therefore nary 
in each case. 'Ae total joint enerpgy losses may not therefore 
be compared at, say, equal values of inner joint bding 
moment or equal values oi" the meaL bending moment (which would 
be admissible if the inner and outer joint moments always bore 
the sane ratio). Since, for oyl idealised viscous or hysteretic 
da@.ng source, -31'3 energy loss is proFortiona1 to the (load)", 
it has been decided to compare the total dam2in:: at equal values ._ - 
of the root mean square,of the two moments, i, 
f B.liI&,r + B,I&er 

c. , 
P 2 

\ 
---1-------1-3----3 , The Froatest difference between 

2 > 
tivo moments never exceeds 75': of the greater, so any error 
this assumption shoulC: he insL~i?icant. 

the 

in 

From Pig, 8, it is seen &at there i:: close agreement bekeen 
the ener=F loss mear,u~~l for the f-,;ioLnt~d bezq by ti,e h+-,steresis and 
cnergv input mothodo. 2.L the u?pcr end o..' tm bending moment r:znge, the 
hysteresis test yields results r~hich arc about 3' _ ,yrcatcr than those of the 

enera/ 
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ener~ input method, It must be remembered that these results include the 
encryd~ loss at the beam supports. In the hysteresis test, this would 
dcrivo only from friction ::.t the kniie-ed~,::?, but in the energy input 
(vibration) test there would be a certain amount of loss in the steel 
frame which supper-ted the hew Cand reacted all the oscillating inertia 
forces on the beo~~. TIC stifi'ncs; of the frame was probably insufficient 
for this purpose, for which it was not ori:;inally erected; furthermore, 
some cncrgy could have been dissipated in the system of weights and cords 
which he13 the beam down on to the supports, Although they were suspended 
from the (nominal) nodes of the vibrating system, -the rotation of the beam 
at the ends could excite transverse vibrations of the cords, and so causC 

further dissipation. 

The energy loss measured for eight joints at 38.3 C.p.s. in the 
decay curve eqeriment is of' the order of one half of that measured by tho 
other two methods (see Fig.8). Th-js could be accounted for by the 1OSSeS 

at the bcal suyport s in these two methods. 

i;lnc.--. ticz~ly for a reasonable compar ison Sokeen the me'c'lods, it is 
necesscary to measure the cnergf loss on nn unjointed beam in order to 
correct Ear the end support eff'ccts. Time alone has prevented this. 

6.3 'i'he results of the decay curve experiments .- -11.---11_- 

The lo~~arithmic plot o1 p the cnergy loss against bending x:omcnt 
in Pigs. 8 and 9 show :a considerable "linear" range for the inner joint 
encqgy loss st 40.1 c.p. s. 'This linearity corresponds to the relationship 

&leqy Loss (in. lb) = (Sondikl~~ Moment, lb in,)2*77 x 2.82.10-'O. 

The lineor part of the outer joint curve of Fig,8 corresponds to the 
relationship 

G-iergv Loss = (Bending Nome~~tj2 * 513 x I. 41. 'i CT" c 

idthovgh the two conotants appear to differ conslderably9 Over 
the bonding nomcnt rango V~~~CTC this relationshi? hoLis the actual ener?J 
losses differ ?;I{ no more ",;lan about 40 ; of the greator. L mean straight 
line drams betvecn t!x3 two curvc~s of Pig. 8 yields 

All. or tiwsc results XL-G for the total energy loss in I; joints. At both 
eXt??W!CS of the encqgy loss curves, there is a departure from linearity. 
~:%.ilc this rz-~y indicate that tile s~;-$c: lms deduced above are true only 
over a Iimitcd ran,ye, it should be borne in mind that the accuracy in measurkg 
the logritlhdc ckcrcmsnt fimn "ihe &cay curve falls off at tht? extremes Of 

mpliti2le - et the lar~;e am$itiidcs 9 immediatclg after cutting the excitation, 
i3.K: to transients from other modes distorting the decaying wave-form, and at 
the small amplitudes due to the difficulty of accurate visual amplitude 
measuromcnt. Thexz inaccuracies would be avoided by the use of the energy 
input method. 

The energy loss per cw!.e at other frequencies varies in a very .I 
similar way to that at 40.'1 c.p.s., but the lo:~arithmic plots (i'ig. 9) show 
more curvature thaz the 11-0.1 c.p,s. curve. Thase other curves have been 
obtained by subtracting the eneq27 loss in the unjointed beam (SF,rith -wights) 
from the cnerpy loss in the jointed beam (with weights), the former being 
of the or&r of one haif the latter, i.c,, the joint enerm loss was 
approxirrately ecpxl to the "dx~aneous" cncrm loss. ('Yhcn no weights mere 
attached, the extr,aneous r:nerg~- loss was 10,: of the joint enerm loss). 
Considerable Lnaccurac~~: couL 4 bc intro&ced hero for the following reason. 
The introc!uctio-n of the joint:; rctiuccs ths stiffness of thc beam, lowers 
its YE-hl3CiL h-ocwency arCi chlintgen :-%c: mode o? vibration. At the stat-ions I 
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beam were 'iherelorc dirferen:; rror1 '- JE am$ilxdes of' the unjointed beam 
for 8. giTii‘L?il amplitude at the 'r?em cmtrc, 

beam with weights was p?~.~~~~~iiy 
The cncrLgy loss 

*, n-r 
ol the unjointed 

the oscillating inertia 
due to the j'roights themselvss, ire., due to 

Eorcos on the weights being transferred by friction 
i'orccs to t;h sides of the beam. 2s the mode and frequency alters due to 
the addition of the joints, the cner,T l.os~? Dale to 

exl>ec-ted to change at the same time, 
the weights ,~ay be 

nllca:: the law is known relating this 
energJ 10s~ to both mode (or amplitude) and frequency, Can accurate correction 
cannot be made to the total energy loss measurc:ment in order to deduce the 
joint enera loss alone. Yhe layr t:&ich was used to make the correction was 
dcChmxl Prom log:lrithmic plots oi' * . the energ loss in the unjointed beam with 
mesgklts, which showed that over the greater part of the explitude range 
conslck%!, the cnerg~- .loss eras proportionti to the cube of the 
There was no si~nif'icant difference between the energy losses a+ 

amplitude. 
c' given 

amplitude t&ethcr the loge or small weights were attached to t&c beam, 
Le., ,YLC) si~~if'icant ch,?izze nith frequency, 
(wei$t x I'requency2) was almost the 

s the prod;Ace 

assumed that the enerw 
same for each 3ea.m condition, it was 

loss was proportional to the cube of the 
inertia force on the weights. Thin permitted a 
detcrmim the 'weightf enera loss 

simple calculation to 
in thr: jointed beam mode at a certain 

frequency when 'ihe weight enerzr loss was knovm in tke unjointeri beam 
mode, with the same weights, at a slightly djf'I?crent frequency. The 
validi.'cy of the o-&e Lw, and the a~curac;~~ of the correction is open to 
doubt, and may lead L <o considerable inaccuracy in S;Le resulting values 
for the joint enerfg loss. 

Yrom the curves of Fig.?, Fig. ?C has been dcrivd, shcming the 
vmiation of joint enerm loss with frequency, 
amplitude on the joint, 

for a given bending moment 
T,Yi.lh oniy 4- voints for cac!~ curve, t-here is not 

really enough information to enable the correct curve to be drawn in, 
especially since the errors mentioned above mill affect the pokts 
considerably. The straight lines drawr~ through the origin do, however, 
fall romx.~!tably close to three of the point:: for each vui.uc of the bendtig 
moment. "Lhe points at 23.5 c,p, s. are, however, consistoatly below the 
straight lines, I?hile e-xperimental errors, such as misali,rmment of' the 
vibration exciter, 01' misalign~nent of the knife-edge supports can increase 
-he mea:xrcd damping and energy loss, it is ~!ot conceivable that errors 
such ES these could cause a decrease. If Jdhe vali?es of 27.4. c,p.s, ivere 
consistently high due to such errors, and ~ho~id. in fact fall below the 
straight lines, (by a consider&lc e:,iou;lt) an3 a31 the oklicr values t+-ere 
correct, the curves to be drawn would be completely different. The fact 
that there is any frequency dependence at all is surprising in a system 
0:‘ tk;i:: il~t;u,-e , and cost s further doubt upon the accuracy of the co-rrections 
made to allow for the enerm loss ol" the &,ghte. 

? considerable reduction in the ext;ranteous enerpgy loss could 
lx ochicved by attac!z~n~; the weights to the toy and bottom surfacesof 
the beam, instead of to the sides. Their inertia forces would then bc 
transferred to the beam as normal pressures, instead of through frictional 
n!-tear strt:ssen on the sic?cs. Yrictional shear stresses CX. still exist 
to a very smail extent, due to the inertia forces corresponding to the 
l_on~ituikaX accelerations o.? a point at a distance from the beam neutral 
axis ~L.c. , acceleration ~3 
neutral axis). 

an~ulsz~ acceleration of beram x distance from 
This acceleration shol-zld be ne&igible com?arcd with the 

present transverse acceleration eqerienced, and the co~~es~~~onding inertia 
force, shear stress and energy loss very much sr~zailer. knokher reduction 
in extraneous energy 1~s could be obtzincd by turning the bear-! on to its 
side, exciting it laterally, and suDporting it from the nodes by wires, 
If Cese supporix arc not cxactl;- a.'~ the nodes, the verti.caL TLLTS wi.11 
cause negligible lostraint on the beam, and even if vibre tins t+~ou.ld 
dissipsts vcr;; 11 ir ,,. .e L;*I c'r,:;y. * J-4.1 ~~7A~~-~ &ould :;t-jl.f. 7)~ ai'.' " ,&izted to be as 
close to the i>odc:: BS POSC~~~C:. 
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is a gelieralized viscous dwn~ing coefficient 

is the viscous damping coefficient equivalent to the 
hysteretic da.~pin~ coefficient h at a givea frequency 

is a stiCi"ness coefficient 

is the rate of the equivalent viscous dznper of a joint 

is the energy dissipated per cycle 

is the vo!.tase su@y to the vibration exciter 

is the back c.~a.f. from the exciter coil due to its motion 

is c x f,; L p a1 

is the exciter force per unit supply currerd 

is the exciter Torte wrJlituc?e it station I of the structure 

is a hysteretic damping coefficient 

is 'c?le supply current to the vibration exciter 

is the GTier~~ dissi~2.teii by 2 joint at ur,it Load 

su~3ply voltnSe per unit velocity a-> 
scl.T-cxcitea sys zn 

(or current) PCY unit load on the load 

(or cwrent) per unit velocity of the 
vdoci-ty tXdils&vc~r 

is Ihe ilistance bctwcen two stations on either side of a 
joint 

is tlhe mass per uni t length of the Seam 

is a bending moment 

are the ti-phas e and qua&a-Lure components of bcni?ing 
moment 

is the amplitude of a harmonic load 

is the ,~~yli'~u~c 0-f -bl-i(> r> kh hmonic coinponent of the 
applied 102~2 
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is the ratio of amplitude at frequency w to the peak 
amplitude 

is the shear per unit length on a lenglkvise joint 

is the shear force on a beam cross-section 

are the in-phase and quadrature components of shear force 

is the transverse displacement amplitude of the beam 

are the in-phase and quadrature components of v 

is the relative displacement of a pair of joint plates, 
or the spanwise distance along the beam 

is the amplitude of x 

are the displacements of a system at the points of excitation 

is the 

is the 

is the 

is the 
force 

is the 

impedance of the exciter coil, when clamped 

frecuency of excitation . 

undamped natural frequency of a system 

phase lead of displacement relative to exciting 

phase lead of the nth harmonic component of 
displacement relative to the nth harmonic component of 
exciting force 

are the phase angles at @I., % close to resonance (93.6) 

are the viscous and hysteretic damping ratios 

is the displacement at point n per unit rSfercDce 
displacement in mode r. 
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'Ilhc ou-t-of-b,zlmcc cuL-rcn!;, 
E;alvanometer in a strain g:qc b~l6~gc 

iG flow-ill:: through t5c 

current, 
is proportionaL to the su7~~ly 

i, x the rcsistmm chzm~e of the strain gcz1?~os. Simc the 
resistance change is proportional to i;he load P hcing amlicci to the 
transducer, we :my write -I 

iG = !$.i,,P - 

where Ic' is the 
lOEd. 

galvanomctcr cxn-~-c,lt per mit ~m~~~ly currmt at unit 
N!h sup;~osc the supply cu;-rznt is prcportionk to, anti jn r>asc 

with the velocity on L the vibrating structure at the point of applicatiion 
of the exciting force 7" = IF0 sir! Ut. 

i.e. , i, = I$ p dK?rc :' = y. sinlwt t e) , the local 
2isplncer;cnt 

'L'hc D,C, component of this XLY be T;yittcn 

i id 

iD.C. = - 1-t l/f -- 77 p 
1 -t \ 

27c / ' O y" sin E 

I.. iD l‘l = . L'. !- i$ qj x %ergy input per unit Lime. 
-.-~ --e ----"-I--------.I-ICC-- *-.-- 

If the velocit;y and/or force contain harmonics, ii is rca4il~v shown that 
kD.c, -_ is still prO~~OiAiOil& to tlrc total (>ncra ijpt per -i;ilj."i; t;i.q(-:, 
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